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Abstract: The south- eastern coast of India has always been an area of profound cyclone and weather activity
with the famous Tsunami in 2004 bringing in a need for different kinds of research and developmental activity.
One of the main objectives of all the different studies is to understand and if possible to predict or forewarn
unusual ocean behavior in terms of waves, currents, tides and duration. The present study focuses on real-time
measurements taken in Nagappattinam, a coastal town in Tamilnadu, battered by Tsunami, during the monsoon
period of 2011 and using the data and combining it with satellite images for possible predictions of the critical
parameter, ‘wave height’ Soft computing techniques like neural networks are popular in the field of
oceanography. The paper develops a neural model using measured values and image data at training level and
later for any new data for prediction. Such effort of measuring is achieved with the calibration of the tonal
variation and the predicted wave table with the actual measurements and assess the error estimations to the
predicted wave table with the actual measurements of the sea coast.. Once the training set is obtained, it is
verified with actual height and necessary pruning has been introduced after that. The predicted and actual
values of wave height reached, the inferred profile and the different stages applied are kept as reference block,
by applying the root mean square corrections the data has been validated. A tolerance level of 7 to 10 percent
error is envisaged in the measurements. The model is found to be very effective in successfully predicting wave
heights to within an assumed threshold for different kinds of data.
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INTRODUCTION during 2011 to provide a basis for the study. Unlike the

Oceans  and  seas  are  major  occupants   of  this ocean parameters is expensive and involves greater risk,
plant and a detailed study of their various features and strain and difficulty. In many occasions, the
behavioral parameters is very complex and a never-ending oceanographers tend to miss the continuous
process. With the recent technology explosion in observations due to bad weather. The continuous
computing, internet, mobile communications and observation of the ocean for any given data is quite
information  technology,  interest  in  the   oceans  and useful for interpretation particularly towards prediction
seas has been rekindled with a need to understand and probability applications with electronics in the field of
various phenomena, which affect human beings like oceanography [1].
Tsunami  on  one side and mineral exploration on the Unlike other data collection approaches, data
other side. This brought in a new interest in research and collection related to any ocean parameters is an expensive
it got revitalized with actual measurements at critical risky task, strain and difficulty. In many occasions, the
locations. In this context, the southeastern coast of oceanographers tend to miss the continuous
Tamilnadu in India, which happens to be the coast observations due to bad weather. The continuous
affected every year during the monsoon period in the observation of the ocean for any given data is quite
latter half of the year. Fig. 1 gives details of the location useful for interpretation particularly towards prediction
and  the area where actual measurements were done and  probability applications to the field of oceanography.

other data collection, the data collection related to any
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a) Map of India b) East coastal region c) Nagappattinam

Fig. 1: Location in India chosen for study.

The  field  of electronics, measurements, computer science which that information can be used to develop
and information technology have enhanced the information about the ocean interior. Generally the
knowledge  of  predictive science more vividly and electromagnetic radiation cannot be used to collect
accurately for research and development for natural vertical information. It can provide only the surface
disasters like Tsunami and cyclone. In spite of great parameters. However, in view of the importance and
advancement in the field of information technology, the various other applications of satellite data, it is attempted
scientists are still facing many complexities in predicting to infer ocean’s sub-surface thermal structure of the
or projecting quality or quantity of natural disasters like surface parameters. Such surface observations have been
earthquakes and landslides, the perseverance of learners made either on the combinations of dynamic model and
and scientists is continuing with the hope to such issues. in-situ data observation through the statistical
In the present research, it is planned to choose one of relationship between the surface and subsurface
such parameters for the study. This subject has turned parameters.
out to be so interesting and important that its part has
been successively expanded. The ocean science is Feature and Measurement in Ocean Waves: Actual
currently a hot topic in the research world [2]. Especially observations at sea are so difficult that the characteristics
evaluating the different techniques used to perform the of the waves cannot easily be determined. The theories
simulation and getting the optimal solutions for the that serve to bring the observed sequence of events in
specific applications like satellite images. nature into intimate connection with experience gained by

Among the various oceanographic parameters like other methods of study are still incomplete, particularly
tide, salinity, temperature, turbidity, etc., waves and their because most theories are based on classical
heights are the most critical and useful parameters which hydrodynamics, which deal with a wave motion in an
are used in a variety of applications. But they have not idealized fluid [4].
been estimated satisfactorily and as they depend on the Waves are divided into several parts. Crest is the
location, many parameters need to be considered before highest point of a wave, the trough, or valley between two
estimation Further two distinct components namely wave crests, is the lowest point. Wavelength is the horizontal
heights and height added by tides swell, need inclusion distance, either between the crests or troughs of two
for prediction or assessment [3]. Ocean surface consecutive waves. Wave height is a vertical distance
observations are obtained for diverse and useful between a wave's crest and the next trough. Wave period
information through satellite remote sensing mode, so it measures the size of the wave in time. A wave period can
is worth of utilizing the surface observations to the extent be  measured  by  picking  a stationary point and counting
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a) Characteristic of the waves b) Parts of the wave 

Fig. 2: Wave features for assessment

the seconds it takes for two consecutive crests or troughs of automation, time saving, to enhance the knowledge of
to pass it. Waves are a moving palette of ocean energy. computational exposure, easy digitization and a better
They are vertical expressions of energy. Waves are understanding on Physio-chemical parameters like
beginning far out at sea, where the waves are whipped up temperature, salinity, density etc.
by the wind. When they reach shallow water, the The manual laboratory work carried on the study area
wavelength decreases. But the waves drag on the bottom mentioned earlier from the seashore on the satellite
of the sea floor. In view of that, the crest of the wave rises passing days; using the instrument dumpy level and
up and traverses as long as there is water and breaking staffing level is shown in Fig. 3.
along the beach Figure 2(a) and 2(b). The actual wave height readings were taken on the

Wave height depends on the wind speed, length of satellite passings days 12  and 13  November 2011, in the
time the wind blows (duration), how far over the water it study area for 24 hours. The laborious field procedure is
raises (fetch), the depth of the water and the direction and carried out as shown and the instruments employed are
speed of the tide. If speed decreases, wavelength the dumpy level is to measure the wave heights recoded
decreases and the height of the wave increase. If the tide and adjusted the ground level using the levelling staff.
direction is against the wind then that will enhance the The wave recordings were accurately noted with the
wave height, reduce wave length and saturates in the significant rises twice on the full moon days. For the
coastal and understanding the more or less the exact period of 24hrs a total number of more than seventy
impact on the structures. Depending on the impact, their readings were taken and these will be used in the Neural
budgeting and method of choosing suitable techniques [6].
the proposed project is accomplished [5]. Normally, the
available information on surface waves could be obtained Neural Networks: The term neural network was
by three methods: field experiments, laboratory traditionally used to refer to a network or circuit of
experiments and numerical simulations. The scientific biological neurons. The modern usage of the term often
community introduced various means of software for refers to artificial neural networks, which are composed of
exactly evaluating the status of ocean parameters. artificial neurons or nodes. An Artificial Neural Network
However, wave height could not be approached (ANN) is an information processing paradigm that is
accurately in view of the lack of technology development inspired by the way biological nervous systems, such as
in combining altimeter data with remote sensing datasets. the brain, process information. The key element of this
With the altimeter readings, the necessity of applying the paradigm is the novel structure of the information
values of the altimeter to remote-sensing data, brings processing system. It is composed of a large number of
many complications, which need not arise in this highly interconnected processing elements (neurons)
calibration. This estimation enables to assess the wave working in unison to solve specific problems. ANNs, like
height, supposed to be an indirect parameter, as accurate people, learn by example. An ANN is configured for a
as possible from the ocean satellite image passing values. specific application, such as pattern recognition or data
Measuring the height using altimeter is reported to be classification, through a learning process. Learning in
highly expensive and laborious. It enables the database to biological  systems  involves  adjustments  to the
get an increase of accurate estimation, to obtain practice synaptic  connections  that  exist   between   the  neurons.

th th
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Fig. 3: Field measurements at Nagappattinam for wave parameters

Fig. 4: Satellite images on the dates of measurement

Fig. 5: System flow diagram of the wave prediction system

This is true of ANNs as well. Neural networks, with their Neural Model Used for Wave Height Estimation: A neural
remarkable ability to derive meaning from complicated or network becomes a neural model once input modelling,
imprecise data, can be used to extract patterns and detect configuring, training, error estimation and interpretation
trends that are too complex to be noticed by either of input-output relations has been perfected and
humans or other computer techniques. A trained neural corroborated wherever physical measurements are
network can be thought of as an "expert" in the category available. Input modelling consists of preprocessing data
of information it has been given to analyze [7]. This expert suitably, configuration involves arranging the network so
can then be used to provide projections given new that it is compatible with the problem to solve, as defined
situations of interest and answer "what if" questions. by sample data and training and error estimation can be
Other advantages are Adaptive Learning, Self based on different approaches. After the network has
organization, Real time operations, Fault Tolerance via been configured, the adjustable network parameters
Redundant Information Coding and many more depending (called weights and biases) need to be tuned, so that the
on how the modelling is done [8]. network performance is optimized [9]. This tuning process
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Fig. 6: Training phase of the model for measured and imaged data

Fig. 7: Performance graph of the model

a) Performance of recorded data b) Performance of satellite passed data 

c) Performance of the correlated data

Fig. 8: Performance graph of the model
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Table 1: Output of the Real Data sets
Real Data
--------------------------

S.No Desired Obtained Error Percentage Mean Average Error
1 0.8125 0.8125 0.0899
2 0.8700 0.8700
3 0.7425 0.7425

Table 2: Outputs of the satellite Data sets
Satellite Data
--------------------------

S.No Desired Obtained Error Percentage Mean Average Error
1 1.4050 1.2187 0.2104
2 1.3500 -0.0610
3 1.4000 -0.0610

Table 3: Outputs of the correlated Data set
Correlated Data
---------------------------

S.No Desired Obtained Error Percentage Mean Average Error
1 0.9977 0.9977 0.9299
2 0.9995 0.9995
3 0.9967 0.9967

Table 4: Outputs of the Predictedl Data set 
Predicted Data
--------------------------

S.No Desired Obtained Error Percentage Mean Average Error
1 0.6925  0.6925 0.3027
2  0.7500  0.7500
3  0.7675  0.7675

is referred to as training the network. Configuration and
training require that the network be provided with data
and the two forms of network training: incremental
training and batch training. Here the tools available in
Matlab were used and a major feature is the use of
satellite data as inputs and correlating with measured
values. A typical satellite image is shown in Fig. 4.

Analysis of Normalized Data Set 
Create NeuralNet with weights related with wave
heights
Train the Net Using Neural Network method 
Testing Phase 
Classify wave heights and their Prediction 
Add current data in the original data set 

Image processing techniques were used to convert
the above satellite image into usable discrete numerical
data and these were used in the neural model for
estimating wave heights and with a prediction system the
critical wave heights were estimated and compared. Any
prediction system shown in Fig. 5, involves Now the

neural model is developed and Fig. 6 gives the
performance in the training phase for both the data sets
while error generated is shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 8 (A) is the performance of the recorded data in
the sea coasts and Fig. 8(B) is the satellite data set
performance  and  the  correlated  data  performance in
Fig. 8(C) and the tables give details of the prediction.

CONCLUSION

One of the significant needs in using soft-computing
techniques like ANN is the need to model the input
suitably so that the proposed model will be very effective
for future data sets. Towards this both visual and
measured data are converted suitably using different
algorithms and the effects of these data-preparation and
processing aspects of the training and prediction aspects
are quantified and presented. Modelling with statistical
conversions where variations in distributions are taken
care of is also presented for the first time for ocean
parameters [10]. 

Performance of a typical neural network model for
various  cases is presented in terms of different input
type, training effort and input-output error indications.
Both experimentally measured and images-modified data
are used to bring out various aspects of the ANN model
and this effort, being the first of its kind for ocean studies,
brings out  the advantages and drawbacks of the model.
It is found that the neural network performs very well for
image inputs provided they are similarly statistical
conversion with mean and standard values are very
effective in handling the random nature of measurements
and visual acquisition. The experimental model based on
the soft computing technique of Neural Network training
algorithms of predicting the desired output along the
actual output. The training method of neurons with the
layers namely the input layer, the hidden layer and the
output layer, based on the weights given on the basis of
the wave heights of the various recorded data sets. The
output curves clearly justify the mean average errors of
the prediction and necessary turning were incorporated
effectively in the model is the novelty of the research.
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